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Part B Insider (Multispecialty) Coding Alert

Reader Questions: Check Out the Rules on Extended Repayment
Schedules

Question: Our Part B practice made a major billing error that resulted in a massive overpayment from Medicare. We
recently heard about an option to extend our repayment beyond the usual timeline. How exactly does that process work?

AAPC Forum Participant

Answer: Even though the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is clear that overpayments must be paid as
quickly as possible, the agency does have options for providers struggling with recoupment.

After your Medicare Administrative Contractor (MAC) verifies that you've been overpaid, the system generates a
receivable and a demand letter is issued for your payment.

You're "given 30 days from the date of the letter to pay the requested amount before the receivable starts accruing
interest,” Part B MAC NGS Medicare reminds in online guidance.

However, if a "provider acknowledges that the overpayment exists but is unable to refund the entire amount within 30
days,” they can request an extended repayment schedule (ERS) from their specific carrier, explains Part B MAC CGS
Medicare.

But you should let your MAC know sooner rather than later of the financial hardship, advises NGS. "While you may
request an ERS at any time during the debt-collection process, timely submission of a valid request may decrease the
necessity to withhold interim payments,” NGS says.

CGS adds, "A repayment schedule may be established for all or part of an overpayment and may be requested at any
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time as long as the overpayment is outstanding and has not been referred to the Treasury.”

Each Medicare carrier has its own process for ERS requests, so review your MAC's guidance to ensure you are submitting
all the necessary documentation.

Reminder: Neither financial hardship nor an ERS will stop interest from accruing on your overpayment.


